The emerging field of connectomics aims to unlock the mysteries of the brain by understanding the connectivity between neurons. To map this connectivity, we acquire thousands of electron microscopy (EM) images with nanometer-scale resolution. After aligning these images, the resulting dataset has the potential to reveal the shapes of neurons and the synaptic connections between them. However, imaging the brain of even a tiny organism like the fruit fly yields terabytes of data. It can take years of manual effort to examine such image volumes and trace their neuronal connections. One solution is to apply image segmentation algorithms to help automate the tracing tasks. In this paper, we propose a novel strategy to apply such segmentation on very large datasets that exceed the capacity of a single machine. Our solution is robust to potential segmentation errors which could otherwise severely compromise the quality of the overall segmentation, for example those due to poor classifier generalizability or anomalies in the image dataset. We implement our algorithms in a Spark application which minimizes disk I/O, and apply them to a few large EM datasets, revealing both their effectiveness and scalability. We hope this work will encourage external contributions to EM segmentation by providing 1) a flexible plugin architecture that deploys easily on different cluster environments and 2) an in-memory representation of segmentation that could be conducive to new advances.
Introduction
The process of extracting or reconstructing neuronal shapes from an EM dataset is laborious [13] . As a result, the largest connectomes produced involve only hundreds to thousands of neurons [7, 17, 18] . Nanometer resolution imaging is necessary to resolve important features of neurons, but as a consequence, a neuron that spans just 50 microns might intersect thousands of image planes. Also, neurons often exhibit complicated branching patterns. Figure 1a shows a small part of an EM dataset and an intersecting neuron.
Image segmentation attempts to reconstruct these shapes automatically, by first identifying voxels belonging to neuronal boundaries and then partitioning the data using these boundaries, such that each partition yields a different neuron. Despite continual advances in machine learning, the state-of-the-art segmentation approaches [3, 10, 12, 1, 4] still require manual "proofreading" [18] . Proofreading involves merging falsely split segments and splitting falsely merged ones. Algorithms are generally biased in favor of false split over false merge errors. This is because manual correction of a falsely split segment is trivial, but manually splitting a falsely merged segment is much more labor intensive, requiring definition of the split boundary.
Recent efforts aim to segment and evaluate large-scale image segmentation [6, 15] . The general approach involves segmenting small subvolumes and concatenating these subvolumes to form a segmentation for the entire image volume. Such approaches still do not take the global context of the segmentation problem into account. Thus, even though state-of-the-art strategies may perform well when compared with small, manually reconstructed ground truth volumes, the quality of their results still suffers on large datasets.
For example, if the segmentation strategy employs a classifier which fails to generalize to all parts of the dataset, false merges may be concentrated in one region of the global dataset (Figure 2 ), propagating errors throughout the volume. This scenario is especially likely in regions where the original data contains image artifacts.
Even in regions with good classifier performance, sparse errors may not corrupt the local segmentation quality, but the effect of these sparse errors within the larger volume can be catastrophic. Since neurons typically span vast lengths within a large volume, even relatively sparse errors within a local context can have significant nonlocal consequences. These can severely affect the accuracy of the extracted connectome, as shown in Figure 1b .
In addition to these challenges, performing image segmentation on teravoxel-(or higher) scale datasets involves many practical considerations:
1. Processing a large dataset requires significant compute resources. Unavoidable crashes (e.g., those due to network outages) or bugs that kill a long running cluster job require costly re-runs.
2. Segmentation algorithms are continually advancing. It is important to be able to quickly swap and evaluate algorithm components and to partially refine an existing segmentation.
3. Large software frameworks tend to be difficult to understand and deploy by non-experts in diverse compute environments.
In this paper, we introduce an open-source segmentation framework that runs efficiently on large image datasets. Our framework is implemented in Apache Spark, a fast distributed engine for processing data in parallel [20] . Spark is widely adopted on multiple platforms making it easy to deploy in many different compute environments. We also layer this framework over a volume data-service for accessing and versioning volume data, DVID [5] , which allows us to abstract the storage/data layer from the core algorithms. Other key features of our framework include:
1. A flexible plugin system to enable easy swapping of segmentation components 2. Check-pointing mechanisms that save partial computations to enable fast rollback and recovery 3. In-memory representations of segmentation to reduce disk I/O 4. A novel segmentation stitching strategy to prevent propagation of local segmentation errors
We evaluated the pipeline on several EM datasets. We demonstrate the scalability and the efficiency of rollback/recovery on a 400GB volume. Furthermore, we show the effectiveness of our stitching approach by comparing automatic image segmentation to large ground-truth datasets.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a standard framework for segmentation is described. We then introduce our large-scale framework in Section 3 and highlight the key features of the code design in Section 4. Finally, we present results and conclusions. For reference, the appendix outlines the segmentation plugins available and provides a sample configuration file.
Background
A general strategy for segmenting an EM volume is shown in Figure 3 . A classifier is trained to distinguish neuronal membrane boundaries from the rest of the image. Applying the classifier to the image volume produces a boundary probability map. Typically, some supervoxel generation algorithm such as watershed [2] is applied to the data, yielding an oversegmentation of regions within likely boundaries. Depending on the voxel resolution (nearly isotropic or anisotropic), the previous steps could be applied to either 2D slices or 3D subvolumes. Because over-segmentation errors are easier to correct than undersegmentation errors, the boundary prediction is often conservative, producing a segmentation with many small fragments. Clustering or agglomerating this over-segmentation produces the final result [10, 12] . In most cases, a neuron is still split into multiple segments.
For large datasets, the computation must be partitioned across multiple machines. Computing the boundary prediction typically requires only local context and is easily parallelized. While watershed and agglomeration would ideally be computed as global operations across the entire volume, it is reasonable to spatially partition the dataset and apply these algorithms on overlapping blocks. The shared regions between blocks are then used to merge the blockwise segmentation results together at the end of the pipeline. This pipeline is shown in Figure 4 and is roughly the strategy used in previous work [6, 15] . In principle, agglomeration could be done with more global scope by successively partitioning the global graph that describes the inter-connections between connected components produced by watershed. 
Large-scale Segmentation Framework
We introduce our framework at the algorithm and system level in this section, modeled off of the design in Figure 4 . In Section 4, we will discuss lower-level details.
Outlier Resistant Segmentation Stitching
After first generating segmentation on small, overlapping subvolumes, their segments are stitched based on voxel overlap along a subvolume face. We will first assume that the subvolume segmentation is strictly over-segmented (no false merges). Even with this simplifying assumption, there will not be 100% overlap between segments from the same neuron. In one scenario, slight algorithm instability and differing contexts can cause small boundary shifts in the overlap region between subvolumes of a few pixels. For example, Figure 5a shows two neurons running in parallel whose exact boundary varies between subvolumes. Even with slight overlap A 2 should only merge with B 2 and not B 1 . In another scenario, a neuron can branch near the subvolume border. Figure 5b shows that segment A 1 and A 2 should be merged together and joined with segment B 1 . Stitching based on any overlap will cause the neuronal segments to be merged correctly, unlike in the first scenario.
A simple stitching rule properly handles both scenarios. A segment A i in subvolume A matches a segment B j in subvolume B (meaning they are in the match set M Ai,Bj ), if and only if, A i overlaps with B j the most or vice versa:
Applying this rule to all A i and B j means that each segment in A (and B) will be linked to at least one other segment in B (and A). Similarly, we could define the matching condition as needing a minimum overlap threshold:
This would not guarantee one match for each segment.
For an over-segmented volume, these definitions handle most scenarios. There are some remaining corner cases that could be handled with a few additional considerations. For instance, segments that branch outside of the overlap region can be temporarily split into connected components and each component can separately seek a match. Segments with a large overlap in absolute voxel count could be matched even if the above conditions fail to hold.
Complications arise in practice because of false merging. When two neuronal segments in a substack are falsely joined, these errors can propagate to the substack boundary. Given the complexity of using higher-level biological context to guide segmentation and stitching, it not easy to tell whether branching that occurs at a substack face is the result of error or biology. Figure 5c shows an example where two neurons are falsely merged due to an image artifact, causing the simple stitching rule to result in more errors. A single substack with bad image quality or poor segmentation for any other reason could potentially propagate errors throughout the entire volume. The effects are more dramatic for larger volumes since a single neuron spans multiple subvolumes, and there are more opportunities for false merging.
Future work will exploit shape priors to eliminate error propagation and hopefully identify the sources of the false merges. For now, we introduce a straightforward strategy that admits many matches but conservatively avoids ones that are the most dangerous. Namely, we avoid multiplying errors by eliminating matches that bridge multiple segments along a single subvolume face.
For a given subvolume face, we specify that a match between two segments implies that a segment in A and a segment in B each only have one match:
We implement a couple of heuristics to satisfy the above constraint if A i or B j has multiple matches according to Equation 1 . In one approach, we can satisfy the condition by changing ∨ to ∧ in Equation 1. For example, if a neuron branches, we potentially choose just one branch, where there is largest mutual overlap. This is shown in Figure 5d . We also consider an even more conservative approach, by changing the ∨ to ∧ in Equation 2 with K > 0.5.
Iterative Segmentation
Image segmentation over a large dataset can be very time consuming, requiring significant cluster resources. This computational load increases the likelihood that the segmentation job will fail, or, even when successful, will be invalidated by newer, better segmentation results. First, a long-running job is more vulnerable to network outages or other events that might disrupt the computation on a shared compute resource. Second, any software bugs might be uncovered only after significant portion of the computation has already completed successfully. In both cases, a potentially costly rerun of the pipeline may be necessary, but unnecessary recomputation of satisfactory results should be avoided. Figure 6 illustrates our strategy to make the segmentation pipeline more robust to failures. Specifically, we focus on the subvolume segmentation component since each task is disjoint and the other parts of the pipeline are comparatively less time consuming. Our solution is to divide the set of subvolumes spanning the large dataset across multiple iterations. In each iteration, a disjoint subset of the subvolumes is processed. The segmentation labels for each subvolume in this procedure are compressed using lossless compression (such as lz4), and serialized to disk. If there are any unexpected errors in the middle of the job, the pipeline will automatically rollback to the previously computed result (i.e., the most recently completed iteration). We note in the results that the high compressability of these label volumes results in a minimal memory and I/O footprint for these checkpoints. Figure 6 : Our robust segmentation framework. Disjoint subsets of subvolumes are processed and checkpointed to allow recovery from any software crash. Note that the dataset and final segmentation is stored using DVID.
As mentioned earlier, there is another risk to time consuming segmentation runs. Namely, it is often desirable to run multiple algorithms and to make successive refinements to the segmentation approach. However, in our application domain, the segmentation is continually refined and examined and it is undesirable to wait several months to begin this process. To address these issues, we have the option to retain previously examined (proofread) results across future segmentations. Specifically, we provide the option to preserve a set of segment IDs. These segments are masked out of the image, so that the watershed algorithm floods around these regions.
Image Data Access
Our segmentation approach requires efficient access to subsets of a large dataset, which poses many infrastructural challenges. As EM datasets extend to the 100TBs and beyond, storing this data in a single file on a single machine, such as in HDF5 format, is limiting in bandwidth. Furthermore, distributing data using a customized system of sharding file blobs might not generalize across different compute environments and also fails to reuse ongoing efforts outside of connectomics in large-scale database technology. These issues are complicated by the desire to also keep track of segmentation changes due to proofreading or revisions in the segmentation algorithms.
To handle these issues, we adopt the Distributed, Versioned, Image-Oriented Dataservice (DVID) [5] to access our large image volume data. DVID allows one to access large volumetric data through a RESTful API and track changes in label data using a git-like model of commits and branches. By satisfying the service interface, we can isolate the details of data storage from our segmentation services. In particular, we fetch subvolumes through DVID and write segmentation label data back through DVID.
Open-source Spark Implementation: DVIDSparkServices
We implement the segmentation framework DVIDSparkServices using Apache Spark, which allows us to manipulate these large label volumes in shared memory across several cluster nodes. While the subvolume segmentation part of the pipeline requires minimal inter-process communication and might not benefit much from shared memory dataset representation, we believed Spark to be an ideal framework for several reasons:
• Spark supports several primitives for working on large distributed datasets which support more structured semantics than more traditional approaches, such as ad-hoc batch scripts, would provide.
• Spark is supported on many different cluster compute environments.
• An in-memory representation for large label data will empower future algorithms to use high-level, global context to improve segmentation quality.
The next subsection details the framework and its use of Spark primitives. Then we highlight a plugin system to enable outside contributors to flexibly swap algorithms for different parts of the pipeline.
Architecture
DVIDSparkServices contains several workflows for working with the DVID dataservice. Each workflow is designed as a custom Spark Application, written in Python using PySpark. Access to and from DVID is controlled through the sparkdvid module.
Our segmentation pipeline framework is one such workflow. The key stages of the pipeline and technical details are listed below, with a description of the Spark primitive used in each stage. The main points are emphasized in Figure 7 . Most operations require little communication from the driver. The primary exception is extracting the overlapping regions of a subvolume and matching them, which requires data to be moved throughout the Spark cluster. Given the relatively small size of the overlap region compared to the subvolume (close to 10% of the volume for each subvolume face in our experiments) and the high compressibility of the labels, there is not much data that needs to be moved around.
Step #3 executes the core segmentation algorithms.
Plugin System
Our framework is intended to flexibly adopt new algorithms and tailor solutions to specific application domains. To do this, we provide several plugin interfaces to our segmentation framework, which can be specified when calling the workflow using a configuration file (see Appendix B for an example configuration file). The plugin is defined in python and can call any code necessary to satisfy the given interface. Figure 7 highlights the main plugin options available currently in the segmentation framework. At the top-level, the entire segmentation module which takes grayscale volume data and returns labels for a given subvolume can be overwritten. The default segmentation plugin itself allows fine-grain plugin-based control over each stage of the pipeline. The voxel prediction, supervoxel creation, and agglomeration can all be customized and implemented with an alternative python function. We briefly describe available plugins in Appendix A. 
Results
The package DVIDSparkServices implements our segmentation workflow and is available on github (https://github.com/janelia-flyem/DVIDSparkServices). We evaluate this code both for its robustness at scale and the effectiveness of its stitching strategies. In all examples, we read and write data through DVID running over an embedded levelDB database [21] on a single machine. Therefore, read and write throughput will be a be limited by the I/O capacity of the database server. We are using the Ilastik [16] plugin for boundary prediction and the NeuroProof [12] plugin for agglomeration. The subvolume size used is 512x512x512, plus an additional 20 pixel border on all faces to create overlap with adjacent subvolumes.
Large-scale Segmentation of Fly Optic Lobe
We applied image segmentation on a portion of the fly optic lobe around 232,000 cubic microns in size imaged at approximately 8x8x8nm resolution using FIB-SEM [8] . This encompasses 453 GB of data or 3,375 subvolumes based on our partitioning. The segmentation preserves pre-existing proofread labels. That is, only as-yet unproofread voxels are replaced with automated segmentation results. Figure 8 shows an example segmented slice. Table 1 shows the runtime for segmenting this dataset on a cluster of 32 Task Time (hours) subvolume ingestion and segmentation 42 stitching, remapping and shuffling 1 subvolume writes 20 total 63 Table 1 : Rough breakdown of time to run segmentation on a large portion of the optic lobe dataset. The subvolume segmentation involves seven checkpoint iterations. The main component of runtime is the subvolume voxel prediction. We expect significant improvements to subvolume writes if we use a distributed back-end database behind DVID.
machines with 16 cores and 90 GB memory each. The majority of the runtime is spent in subvolume segmentation. Only a small percentage of time is required to stitch the subvolumes together. As previously noted, we ran our experiment against a single server datastore and therefore the read/write bandwidth is limited. With a distributed datastore behind DVID, it would be possible to ingest compressed segmented data much faster. We ran the segmentation using the checkpoint system by dividing the 3,375 subvolumes into seven iterations. If we were to store all the subvolumes using uncompressed 64bit labels, we would require 4.5 TB. Using lz4 compression, the checkpoint system required only 95 GB. Restoring the checkpoint after all subvolume segmentation was complete took only around 30 seconds.
Evaluation of Subvolume Stitching Algorithms
To evaluate the stitching algorithm, we compare stitching strategies on two different datasets. We evaluate a conservative matching algorithm using Equations 1 and 3 and a more aggressive strategy that additionally considers matches which satisfy Equation 2.
2 Since we are evaluating segmentation quality, we require ground truth data. The difficulty of generating ground truth limits the number of possible comparisons. Fortunately, a large ground truth dataset of 27,000 cubic microns is available in the optic lobe medulla [18] . We also evaluate segmentation on an unpublished dataset from the fly mushroom body (MB) that is 5,250 cubic microns. Table 2 shows the quality of segmentation using the conservative and straightforward matching strategy over the two datasets. The similarity is scored using Variation of Information (VI) [9] . This metric allows us to decompose the similarity into a false merge (f.merge) and false split (f.split) score. A higher number indicates more errors. In both datasets, we see that both stitching strategies results in better total VI than no stitching. Conservative stitching results in more false splits than aggressive stitching. However, for the medulla dataset, the conservative stitching produces significantly less false merge errors Table 2 : Evaluation of segmentation using three stitching strategies.
Our stitching strategies result in lower total VI than no stitching. However, more aggressive stitching can result in several false mergers (high false merge VI) as seen in the medulla sample. and therefore a better overall segmentation. In general, false merges are harder to fix manually. A parameter controls the aggressiveness of the stitching procedure. The setting should be chosen based on the expected quality of the subvolume segmentation results. In general, a large dataset probably increases the odds that there is some anomaly or problem that could cause false merging. (The medulla dataset is considerably larger than the MB dataset.) Figure 9 shows the false merge VI in small subregions of the large volume as a heat map. Notice that there are few areas toward the bottom of the medulla dataset that contains more false merge errors. Despite the segmentation being good in many parts of the dataset, the overall similarity is compromised.
Conclusions
We introduce a large-scale, open-source EM segmentation infrastructure implemented in Apache Spark. We show that our segmentation can robustly segment large datasets by avoiding the propagation of bad false mergers and efficiently maintaining checkpoints. Our implementation allows custom plugins for different parts of the segmentation pipeline. We have tested our system on both our internal compute cluster and on Google Compute Engine. The use of Spark will allow the solution to easily port to different compute environments.
Future work entails exploiting the more global context afforded by our system to guide new segmentation and stitching algorithms. The ability to store a large segmentation in memory across several machines will enable novel strategies. We also plan to leverage ongoing research to add different storage backends to DVID. By using a distributed database backend, read and write bottlenecks will be greatly alleviated.
# mymodule.py def predict_via_threshold(grayscale_vol, mask_vol, threshold): # This function assumes dark pixels are definitely membranes. # All dark pixels are returned as 1.0, and everything else 0.0. return (grayscale_vol < threshold).astype(numpy.float32)
The Segmentor class can be instructed to call this function during the "predict-voxels" step via the config file. Parameters such as "threshold" should also be specified in the config file, as shown in the example below.
{ "options": { "segmentor": { "class" : "DVIDSparkServices.reconutils.Segmentor", "configuration": { "predict-voxels" : { "function": "mymodule.predict_via_threshold", "parameters": { "threshold": 30 } } } }, ... additional configuration settings omitted ... } } As demonstrated above, each custom function must accept a specific set of required arguments, and any number of optional keyword arguments. The following describes each customizable function's purpose, along with its required arguments.
• predict-voxels Given a grayscale volume and a boolean mask of 'background' pixels for which voxel predictions are not needed, return a volume of predictions (range: 0.0 -1.0, dtype: float32) indicating the probability of the presence of a membrane at each pixel. Additional channels representing other probability classes may be optionally appended to the first channel. Required arguments: grayscale vol, mask vol
• create-supervoxels Given the prediction volume from the "predict-voxels" step and a background mask volume, produce an oversegmentation of the volume into supervoxels. The supervoxels must not bleed into any background regions, as indicated by the background mask. Required arguments: prediction vol, mask vol
• agglomerate-supervoxels Given the prediction volume from the "predictvoxels" step and the oversegmentation from the "create-supervoxels" step, produce a segmentation volume. Required arguments: predictions, supervoxels
A.2 Built-in Segmentation Functions
As described above, each stage of the Segmentor.segment() method can be customized, but there is no need to implement your own functions for every stage from scratch. The DVIDSparkServices package already includes built-in functions which can be used for each stage. Each of these is defined within the DVIDSparkServices.reconutils.plugins namespace.
• predict-voxels step -ilastik predict with array() Performs voxel prediction using a trained ilastik Pixel Classification project file (.ilp).
-two stage voxel predictions() Run a two-stage voxel prediction using two trained ilastik Pixel Classification project files. The output of the first stage will be saved to a temporary location on disk and used as input to the second stage.
-naive membrane predictions() Implements an extremely naive heuristic for membrane probabilities by simply inverting the grayscale data. This function is mostly intended for testing purposes, but for extremely clean data, this might be sufficient.
• create-supervoxels step -seeded watershed() Computes a seeded watershed over the membrane prediction volume. The seeds are generated by simply thresholding the prediction volume.
• agglomerate-supervoxels step -neuroproof agglomerate() Agglomerates the oversegmentation image using a trained NeuroProof classifier file.
B Example JSON Configuration File
{ "dvid-info": { "dvid-server": "127.0.0.1:8000", "uuid": "abcde12345", "segmentation-name": "my-segmentation-result", "roi": "my-predefined-region-of-interest", "grayscale": "grayscale" }, "options": { "segmentor": { "class" : "DVIDSparkServices.reconutils.Segmentor", "configuration": { "predict-voxels" : { "function": "DVIDSparkServices.reconutils.plugins.ilastik_predict_with_array", "parameters": { "ilp_path": "/path/to/my/trained-membrane-predictor.ilp", "LAZYFLOW_THREADS": 1, "LAZYFLOW_TOTAL_RAM_MB": 1024 } }, "create-supervoxels" : { "function": "DVIDSparkServices.reconutils.plugins.seeded_watershed", "parameters": { "boundary_channel": 0, "seed_threshold": 0.01, "minSegmentSize": 300, "seed_size": 5 } }, "agglomerate-supervoxels" : { "function": "DVIDSparkServices.reconutils.plugins.neuroproof_agglomerate", "parameters": { "classifier": { "path" : "/path/to/my/np-agglom.xml"}, "threshold": 0.2, "mitochannel": 2 } } } }, "stitch-algorithm" : "medium", "chunk-size": 512 } }
